Past suggestions for a demonstration of light-by-light scattering by a variation of four-wave mixing may be realizable in the near future with tabletop teraWatt lasers.
Introduction
During the Workshop Alexander Varfolomeev pointed out that light-by-light scattering at optical frequencies can be enhanced by use of a third laser beam [1] . Norman Kroll remarked that he had also considered this in the 60's [2] . Here we consider whether a 1-teraWatt laser, such as that built at U. Rochester for SLAC E-144 [3] , could be used to perform such an experiment, and conclude that rates are still somewhat low. Perhaps with the recently reported 50-teraWatt lasers [4] the signal can be seen.
The cross section for light-by-light scattering is very small [5] :
where w is the frequency of the incident photons in the cm frame, and re = e2/mc 2 is the classical electron radius. For example, suppose we collide two laser beams of N photons each at right angles (as would be convenient for the 3-beam experiment discussed below) after focusing them to a spot size of order A, the laser wavelength. 
Four-Wave Mixing
The observation of Kroll and Varfolomeev is that when a third laser beam is present and aligned along the direction of a possible final-state photon, the scattering rate is enhanced by the number of photons in the third beam (during each of the subexperiments described above). That is, for N photons in each of the three beams,
On using the above expression for the cross section, we arrive at the form of Krolh
where s = Nh01 is the pulse energy, ~c = l~/mc is the Compton wavelength of the electron, and the numerical factor 1" is roughly It when the spot size is ~ ~.
To reach a rate of one scatter per pulse, we would need, for example, 10 Joules in each beam, whose pulselengths have been compressed to 30 fsec.
Configuration of the Laser Beams
It will be highly useful for the fourth photon to have a different frequency from the other three, and to be produced at an angle not along any of the incoming beams. Since 014 = ~dl ~-012 --013 it is sufficient that 013 # 011, while we may keep 011 = 012 for convenience. In practice, it may be best to choose 013 to be the laser frequency, and take 011 = 012 = 2013 by use of a doubling crystal. Then 014 = 301s = 1.5011.
To separate beam 4 from the other three, we can make the collision of beams 1 and 2 at some crossing angle less than 180 ~ and set the pump beam 3 out of the plane of 1 and 2. (Other arrangements are possible as well.) Let 6 be the angle between beam 1 and the bisector of the angle between beams 1 and 2. We arrange beam 3 to be in the plane perpendicular to the plane of beams 1 and 2 that contains the bisector. Let 93 and 94 be the angles between the bisector and beams 3 and 4, respectively. See the Figure. Under the assumption that 011 : w2 energy and momentum conservation then read: A convenient configuration is that 03 = 90 ~ which holds when sin 0 = ~/wl. In our example where w3/Wl = 1/2 we require that 0 = 45 ~ so the angle between beams 1 and 2 is 90 ~ , as mentioned above. Finally, sin04 = wz/w4 = 1/3, or 04 = 19.5 ~ The angular separation between photon 4 and the other 3 beams is nearly maximal.
Vacuum Requirements
Background photons might come from residual gas atoms in the scattering chamber vacuum that are ionized by the intense laser beams. Ionization will be probable for any atoms in fields of intensity greater than about 1013 Watts/cm 2. The fields at the collision point will be about 1021 Watts/cm 2, and the Rayleigh range ~ ,~ for a very strong focus. Then the volume over which ionization is probable is of order (lv/1~$) z ~ 1 cm 3. At 1-atmosphere pressure there are about 3 • 1019 atoms/cm 3, so we would require a vacuum of about 10 -is torr. As only about 10 -l~ torr might be achieved in practice, there would be about 10 s ionized atoms/pulse. There seems a nonzero prospect that several of these atoms would emit radiation at frequency w4, for which $4 = $1,,,~r/3 = 353 nm. A narrow interference filter at this wavelength could be used to limit the bandwidth, but if the laser pulse has been compressed to 30 fsec its bandwidth is several percent.
A first step would be to focus the present laser beam in vacuum, and search for ionization photons at 3w.
